
 

 

Category: Outstanding In-House Public Relations Team 

Company: Skipton Building Society 

 
 
Number of staff employed - including executive / support staff - and annual 

public relations budget: 

Skipton’s corporate communications is delivered by a team of just five people. This dynamic 

team is responsible for protecting and enhancing the reputation of this proud mutual –

challenged by tight regulatory parameters and operating under intense member scrutiny, 

while battling wider financial services reputational stigma. Outputs include all media 

relations, corporate social responsibility, crisis management, and – most recently –PA 

activity. 

We oversee Skipton’s Group media relations function– working tirelessly to build strong 

relationships with regional and national journalists and influencers. Work includes the 

strategic creation and tactical delivery of all proactive, consumer and corporate PR, ensuring 

all communications align with Skipton’s commercial and, importantly, mutual goals. The 

team is responsible for the creation and delivery of our new strategy to support the UN 

sustainable development goals. 

 

Business objectives and analysis of team performance against budget over 

the past three years: 

Since 2015, we’ve delivered successive record years of targeted media coverage and 

messaging in across all key business areas, ensuring it feeds into business objectives while 

supporting the Society’s goals and vision. 

Our annual budget is divided between three large creative campaigns – funding collateral 

creation, research commissioning, media training, broadcast days, and CSR delivery. 

Conscious any spend is our members’ money, we ensure we maximise our budget to ensure 

delivery of appropriate, cost-effective campaigns. Much of what we deliver often has no 

budget set aside and is done purely in-house with existing resources and a reliance on good 

media relations and modern execution tactics – such as utilising in-the-moment news-jacking 

through twitter. 

The team has delivered year-on-year improved levels of media outcomes across all metrics, 

progressing from passing mentions to strong message placement. These achievements and 

the subsequent strengthened relationships with journalists is consistently delivering 

remarkable return on investment, testament to the skills and determination of the team. 



A brief overview of business / team strategy: 

We recognised the communications landscape is continually changing and we were 

conscious we’d become a little stagnant in our approach and delivery of work. We decided to 

invest some of our budget in ourselves, conducting an audit, reviewing how our press office 

operated, how we planned and delivered campaigns, how we interacted with the media – 

scrutinising everything to create a robust business plan and new approach for our team. 

Building on our findings we created our first Corporate Communications strategic business 

plan. This focussed effort, dovetailed with the wider commercial plan, and highlighted 

opportunities for communications to standout at key points during the year. 

It's become valuable in building engagement and understanding , securing buy-in for our 

work and greater understanding of our objectives. 

 

A summary of commitment to CPD and professionalism: 

We actively embrace development through: 

• Formal training 

• Actively monitor external industry developments 

• Attend conferences, events, webinars. 

 

A summary of recent outstanding achievements:  

Our strategic business plan facilitated delivery of a host of outstanding achievements in 2017 

. Delivering record coverage results – increasing brand awareness and consideration. 

Generating a total of 3,437 pieces of media coverage in 2017, a significant increase on 

2016, of 78% and reached an audience of 1.6 billion people. We ensured Skipton featured 

consistently in our core members’ preferred news publications every week. 

2017 delivered record levels of broadcast media interviews (84) and saw an increase in 

journalist enquiries– 160 in 2017 (76% increase on 2016). 

The team sustained this success in 2018 , achieving record mortgage and savings coverage 

at a time of historically-low interest rates. Despite Skipton only receiving two best-buy 

product endorsements in 2018 for its savings accounts, the team generated 750 pieces of 

quality savings news articles and over 600 mortgage pieces. 

Mail Online, the the main source of news for Skipton’s core customer group and the team 

generated over four articles every week in this publication in 2018 (3 per week in 2017). 

We are on track to make 2019 our fourth record year in a row for the levels of coverage and 

core audience reach we achieve. 

 



A summary of a campaign you are particularly proud of, including details of 

the brief, objectives, strategy, tactics, outputs, outcomes and budget: 

In December 2018, Skipton committed to becoming the most accessible building society by 

2020, becoming the first financial provider to partner with AccessAble. 

We launched this partnership in our Yorkshire heartland with a small budget of £10,000. 

Objectives: 

• Raise awareness of the partnership 

• Champion accessibility - Almost 50% of Skipton’s customers have some form of 

accessibility requirement. 

• Create a big impact in our heartland. 

Tactics: 

• Conducted research with 2,000 adults with mental or physical disabilities to 

understand their high street experience 

• Work with a compelling advocate who supported our work - Hannah Cockroft MBE, a 

Yorkshire born and bred athlete who regularly shares her accessibility experiences 

on social media 

• Create a GoPro film of Hannah shopping in Leeds city centre to bring our research to 

life, with Hannah sharing her experience and feelings 

• Timed with the International Day for People with Disabilities, linking with the trending 

hashtag 

• Creating our first ever branded Snapchat filter for people to show their support for 

change 

• A launch event in our Leeds city centre branch. To reveal the findings of our 

research; showcase the film, with Hannah discussing the experience; announce our 

partnership with AccessAble and our ambitious plans for improving Skipton’s 

accessibility. 

Results: 

• The launch event in the Leeds branch was a huge success with BBC Radio Leeds, 

BBC Look North, ITV Calendar, the Yorkshire Post, and Made in Leeds TV attending 

• Filming and interviews took place at the launch and key spokespeople were also 

invited into the studios for extended live interviews 

• Our snapchat filter was also used by customers and media attending, receiving 4.3% 

of engagement 



• Our regional campaign grabbed the attention of the nationals - Showcasing the 

change we were driving in Yorkshire for accessibility could be driven elsewhere in the 

country 

• 15 pieces of strong broadcast coverage, featuring the film, research and interviews. 

Good Morning Britain mentioned it due to them loving what we were doing in 

Yorkshire. ITV Calendar and Look North – featured it as the top news story for the 

entire day, including during their key lunchtime, 6pm and 10pm programmes. 

Featuring interviews from our launch and additional live studio interviews. Sharing 

the news across twitter the media outlets helped drive high levels of engagement and 

conversations, linking their content and posts to the trending hashtag #IDPD18 

• 43 pieces of national, regional and online coverage, including the Independent, 

Mirror, Sun, and Metro – which also used the video content alongside lengthy 

features. The Yorkshire Post ran 4 feature articles on accessibility, including Skipton 

throughout, and for weeks after our news appeared in their reader’s letters 

• Hannah helped to leverage her social media presence to drive conversations on how 

Skipton is leading the way with opening up about our journey to embed and 

champion accessibility 

• The campaign helped Skipton reach over 136 million people. 

 


